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The role of geospatial technologies in defense strategies of the
country is rising, and it is enabling nations to better integrate their
armed forces, develop more effective defense capabilities and
prepare for future challenges and risks. In the rapidly evolving
world environment, technology is the key factor in achieving
national security objectives. The government has started to invest
more in space-based systems as part of its military-industrial
complex. Private industries are increasingly focusing on providing
advanced satellites, sensors,  radars, and communication
technologies to the government. Startups are also becoming
influential in the space sector, which is increasingly recognized as
a vital national investment by the government. The collaboration
between industry and government has enabled a lot of
opportunities for the youth of the country and provided a  boost to
innovation. Developments in allied fields such as artificial
intelligence, robotics, semiconductors, and cybersecurity have also
led to advances in space-based upstream, downstream, and
application systems in numerous ways. This is the first time that
stakeholders of Space Sector, Armed Forces, and Industry/Startups
have interacted with each other to mutually understand the
present and future requirements and capabilities.  
 ISpA Space Track is an effort to share the knowledge between
industries and Armed Forces on the development, use, and
applications of space as a medium technology.
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INAUGURAL
SESSION

Lt Gen AK Bhatt (Retd)
PVSM, UYSM, AVSM, SM, VSM
Director General, ISpA

"It is our honor to organize first of its kind
interaction between Defence and private
Space Industry leaders. We are expecting the
New Space Policy to come out soon and we
believe that the interactions around the
Space Activity Bill will start in a couple of
months after the space policy and the
Department of Space aims to come out with
a bill by the end of this year. Space plays a
critical role in defense forces operations and
hence there is a greater need to work
together."

Air Marshal BR Krishna
PVSM, AVSM, SC, ADC
CISC, HQ IDS
"Race to the space is getting highly competitive,
congested, and contested. Countries across the
world have started reorganizing space as a new
domain to protect their assets, which has been
highlighted by the formation of new space
commands, aerospace forces, and space
agencies as we have in our own country. India
has been among the leading spacefaring nations
and thus it is important that we develop our
known space security strategy to safeguard our
space infrastructure and develop assertive
defense capabilities that are credible to deter the
forces from attacking our sovereignty in space.
We need to assume space leadership. We need
to use this opportunity. India as a growing part
needs to dominate the space for which we
should be Aatmanirbhar."

Welcome Address

Chief Guest
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“IAF operations are closely linked with the space
domain. Activities in the medium of air and space
are part of the same continuum and can never be
separated. Currently, IAF is utilizing the space
domain for multiple activities. A significant
amount of them is satellite communication, PNT,
and intelligence surveillance recognition. In the
early years of this century, IAF set up dedicated
Satcom networks to function as a backup for
optical fiber networks. Considering the increasing
demand for bandwidth and the requirement of
sharing in real-time information by airborne
sensors with ground-based agencies, a dedicated
IAF satellite, that is, GSAT 7A became operational
in 2019 for beyond Line-Of-Sight communication.”

“We used to get 1.5 lacs inputs in the tech domain
every day, these could be in audio, text, or video
formats. The major challenge is to convert these
inputs into intelligence. We started a small AI lab at
MCTE, we started getting inputs from multiple cases,
and started interacting with industries, and academia.
The challenge we faced was the inputs were not freely
available. So we infused some enthusiasm into the
officers at Mhow and started getting the sample from
there. This AI lab is now working with the formations
which are along the Northern borders. We're getting
inputs through the multiple surveillance devices
which we have, many of them are however analog, we
have modern tools, including space-based tools.
Inputs are coming to us and we are trying to have
algorithms built by in-house experts. We have a lot of
talent pool in the Army, and Armed Forces.”

Air Vice Marshal M Ranade
AVSM, VM
ACAS Ops (Space), IAF

Lt Gen MU Nair
AVSM, SM
Commandant MCTE
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Keynote Address

“Satellite manufacturers are the system
integrators who are the key players who bring
all the technology, that is bringing in the
payload, bringing the machine, design
everything together, to ensure that the final
solution that the defense forces requires is
delivered. Everyone is proud of what ISRO has
done for the last 50 years. 115 satellites have
been launched by ISRO. This is the
achievement in terms of turnaround time, in
terms of building technology at a low cost,
especially when it is related to space sciences
or civilian purposes which has been
phenomenal. Now it is the time for the
industry to take up the mantle and build on
the achievements and the systems that have
been developed by ISRO and build the next
step.”

Air Vice Marshal DV Khot
AVSM, VM
DG DSA, HQ IDS

“The penetration of commercial space services in
every aspect of our life is increasing our dependencies
on what is traveling on space like the transportation
systems, irrigation, electricity grids, the internet, IoT.
The penetration of the cyber world and the
information through SATCOM into everyday life is
another technology with disruptive possibilities. New-
age technologies like data analytics, AI/ML, and
automation need to be embedded in a larger civil-
military fused environment where academia, industry,
start-ups, scientists, and military people all come
together and are able to develop some of these
things.”

Kranthi Chand
Head Strategy, Dhruva Space
(Startup)

Special Address
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Rohan Verma
CEO & Executive Director,
MapMyIndia
“The amount of knowledge people have first
access to outside the country is much more
than what we have internally. Why not just
use the Indian alternative? I mean,
'MapMyIndia' has these capabilities, it gives
you a house address navigation, safety
alerts when driving, and we can even
package this completely offline for the
officers on the border areas, and also the
same technology, which is service, which is
world-class being used by enterprises,
automotive, OEMs, we can make it available
for the defense applications, whether in IoT,
or drone-based technologies or GIS, we
don't need, international Google Earth. Map
my India has its own India earth view that
enterprises are using.”

Moderator for all
Plenary Sessions

Wing Commander Satyam Kushwaha (Retd)
Director, ISpA

Special Address
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Plenary Session 1: 
Persistent & Resilient Space4ISR

Capability

Gp Capt P
Chandrasekhar, Gp

Capt IMINT Air HQ, IAF

Mr. Awais Ahmed,
PIXXEL

Air Vice Marshal PV
Shivanand VM ACAS Ops

(AD) IAF

Air Cmde A Baduni,
Commandant DIPAC

AI will play an important role in
integrating imbalanced
spectral bands. 
Radar fingerprinting and being
able to geo-localize RF
signatures is an eminent
domain to be focused on.
RF detection is the most
emerging technology for
Maritime Transport & Agencies.
Prioritization between agencies
for sensor requirements is an
important aspect.
PIXXEL working on 1st phase of
the constellation – 6 satellites
are already in production and
will be launched next year.
Hyperspectral will elevate the
quality of data received, about 6
times better than anyone in the
world. It would make India the
world's best commercial
hyperspectral resolution image
provider.
The satellite links and clustered
approach of smaller satellites
complement bigger satellites
rather than trying to replace
them.
Edge Computing on satellite
for immediate, actionable
intelligence on the ground.
Maxar used their constellation
for imagery of Russian convoy
outside of Kiev.

Key Points

Capt Jasneet S
Sachdeva, Capt

(NCO)

Mr. Navneet Singh,
Kepler Aero

Mr. Aaron Wyand,
Manager - Tactical

Access Program, Maxar
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Plenary Session 2: 
Geospatial Infrastructure for

Informatized warfighting: Defence Data
Infrastructure for Mission Reliability

Air Vice Marshal Rakesh
Sinha AVSM ACAS Ops

(Offensive), IAF

Commodore AP
Golaya, IN

Col Sai Arul (Retd),
Maxar

Mr. Suyash Singh, Co-
Founder, Galaxeye

Col Jayaram, NSCSDr. Satya Chakravarty, IIT
Madras

Significant navigation
difference between the older
maps surveyed using WGS84
and maps using GPS. The
largest difference between
satellite navigation derived
and charted position reported
is 7 nautical miles, roughly 13
KM.
In radar data, we lose the color
context when compared to
optical data. The fusion of SAR
data and Optical data along
with Edge Computing can
give us far better inputs and it
is the way forward.
Challenges of Data fusion,
digital signal processing of
optical signals.
Accuracy, usable format, and
on-demand availability of data
are important to the user.

Key Points
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Air Cmde MR Kane, Air
Cmde Ops (Com) Air HQ

IAF

Plenary Session 3: 
SpaceCom4Military: Space-Based
Communications for Informatized

Battlefield

RAdm KM
Ramakrishnan, VSM,

ACNS (CS&NCO)

Lt Col Gopal Vivek,
MCEME

Col Amit Oberoi, Indian
Army

Cmde MP Rajesh Nair,
Cmde(NSO)

Requirement and Innovation
of Technology both are
mutually tied and have
symbiotic relationships.
Challenge of providing
reliable communication to
fast-moving platforms.
There are Security
Challenges because of
foreign imported hardware.
India needs indigenous and
higher bandwidth for our
Sat-Com.
DOTMLPF Analysis

Doctrine
Organization 
Training 
Materiel 
Personnel 
Leadership 
Facilities

For satellite cybersecurity,
adapt to Zero Trust
Architecture (ZTA) – Never
trust, verify, least privilege
Mesh network architecture
is required instead of star
network architecture.

Key Points
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Please visit the following website for further details
www.ispa.space

 
Contact us : 

Phone: +91- 9667 303304
Email: coord@ispa.space

    
Reach us at :

United Service Institution (USI) Building (Ground Floor),
Rao Tula Ram Marg (Opposite Signals Enclave),

Shankar Vihar, Delhi Cantt,
New Delhi - 110 010

https://ispa.space/index.html

